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IAS/IFoS MATHEMATICS
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Years of Earned Worthiness

OUR TOP-20 RANKERS IN IAS

COURSES OFFERED:
1. Foundation Course (Offline/Online):
   • Regular Classroom
   • Weekend Classroom
2. Correspondence / Postal Study Materials
3. Test Series (Offline/Online)

IMS ANNOUNCES FRESH BATCHES for MAINS 2020-21

Regular Batch-01
26 AUG.

Regular Batch-02
01 SEP.

Weekend Batch-01
23 AUG.

Advanced Booking Commenced !!
*Admissions open, limited seats, available on first come first serve basis.

Mains Test Series 2020 Starts On 05 July (Online/Offline)


www.ims4maths.com @ e-Mail: ims4maths@gmail.com
IMS is now Online with face to face!!!

UNIQUE FEATURES

- Feeling of offline classes in the online mode.
- Classes via live interactive session.
- IMS has a full studio setup for video live interactive / conferencing with HD cameras and state of art technology.
- So that your studies don’t get affected by any future lock-downs or else.
- The course will contain:
  1. Classroom Program
  2. Study Materials
  3. Test Series

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
1. Laptop*/Desktop/MacBook/Tabs/Smart Phones (Android/iPhone)
2. Headphone/Earphone is mandatory.
3. Chrome/Mozilla/Firefox/Microsoft Edge browser is enough for laptop*/desktop (Link will be provided via email to every student)
4. Collaborate space app is required for tabs/smart phones (Link will be provided via email to every student)
5. Internet connection with minimum speed of 512kbps (To fully enjoy class we recommend 4 MBPS connection/ 4G connection)
6. An isolated space / four wall side room without outside interferences to hear the classes properly and ask doubts without interference.

HOW TO ATTEND CLASSES?
1. Students will be provided with email before every class. Email will contain a unique link that will allow students to join the classes.
2. Choose an isolated space/four wall side room before joining the class.
3. Then click on the link, It will open in the browser or in the collaborate space app (if downloaded previously Tabs/ smart phones).
4. By default your mic and video will be off. It will ensure your privacy and it will make you classroom feeling.
5. Student can use raise hand feature (option available on screen) to ask any question. By raising hand, admin will open a 2 way communication with mic and video of student on display. So raise hand can work only if you allow your video and mic (to be shown).
BEFORE THE CLASSES:
1. Student must provide email ID along with mobile number to the IMS. This will ensure free communication between the institute and student. Daily email will be sent with class link.
2. Student must have decent internet connection and all the assisting devices (laptop/desktop/smart phone etc. with earphones/headphones)
3. Attend the class in safe and isolated place/ four wall side room.
4. Do not attend the classes among the family persons/ among the friends/ public places/ in dangerous places like walking on the road side. (IMS does not hold any responsibility for accident caused in this manner).
5. Attend the class on time according to the class schedule.
6. Read study material before attending the class. It will increase/ensure you understanding of the topic.
7. If class(es) will be missed out by any student(s), no extra class(es) will be entertained.

DURING THE CLASSES:
1. Maintain decency in the class. Any obscene Language/Gesture and activity will attract severe punishment.
2. If student raise hand, he/she has given permission to IMS to open audio-video link. So after raising hand either you cancel the raised hand or wait for you're turn to come on the screen and ask your doubt.
3. You can use chat option also which will be replied after the classes/accordingly.
4. Make notes of the lecture and solving problems are compulsory accordingly and attend the class sincerely.

AFTER THE CLASSES:
1. Complete the notes by referring study materials.
2. Complete the exercise which will be provided in the classroom etc.
3. Again students be ready/ prepare for next class in advance.
4. So, class will run smoothly with good understanding and interactive mode.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:
1. IMS (INSTITUTE OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES) is only presenting solution to online classes in it's best possible way. If any student is having any technical problem / subject understanding problem on online then students have right to give a suggestion to make this experience better.
2. If any student wants to turn into offline from online, prior information is required at the time of admission and vice versa.
3. Once course will be over class link will not be provided (by email conformation).
4. Particularly online students are allowed with one time payment only before the admission.
5. After depositing the fees, if a student disinterested or fails to join the classes in the institute due to any reason whatsoever and wants to take his/her fees (money) back, the institute will not refund the fees under any circumstances.

* Laptop is more preferable

IMPORTANT NOTE:
- Sharing of the unique id and video recording / screen capturing is strictly prohibited under any circumstances. IP addresses will be recorded and any violation will be severely punished as per law, apart from necessary penalties.
- During the classes the students are expected to behave in a orderly and decent manner. Any obscene/ malafide behaviour or gesture will be punished as per IT Act and matter will be taken up with relevant authorities.
- Further, If IP address masking tools are used, the online access given to the student will be permanently terminated immediately without any discussion.
## STRATEGY FOR ATTENDING CLASSES

### Student May Attend Classes in the Following Way

(if possible)

| Total Sessions | Regular: 4 | Weekend: 4 |

**REGULAR CLASSES**
*(Monday to Friday)*

| BATCH-01 : | 07:00am to 09:30am |
| BATCH-02 : | 11:15am to 01:45pm |
| BATCH-03 : | 02:15pm to 04:45pm |
| BATCH-04 : | 05:15pm to 07:45pm |

**WEEKEND CLASSES**
*(Saturday & Sunday)*

| BATCH-01 : | 07:00am to 09:30am |
| BATCH-02 : | 11:15am to 01:45pm |
| BATCH-03 : | 02:15pm to 04:45pm |
| BATCH-04 : | 05:15pm to 07:45pm |

**Attend Regular + Weekend**

- 1 Session: Per Day: Around 6-8 Months
- 2 Sessions: Per Day: Around 5-6 Months
- 3 Sessions: Per Day: Around 4-5 Months
- 4 Sessions: Per Day: Around 3-4 Months

**Attend Weekend (Only)**

- 4 Sessions: Per Day: Around 7-8 Months

### Note: Different Batches with different chapters (topics).

- It is expected that the regular students (non-working) have to attend 7 days classes.
- Student may attend multiple classes with prior permission. (If Online/Offline Classroom Space is available)
- Can study multiple chapters simultaneously (if interested).
- Complete your syllabus at your own pace.
- Convenience of choosing flexible timings to balance your GS preparation.
- You will have enough time in hand for self-study after syllabus completion.

**ONE DAY ONE CHAPTER PROGRAMME**

**IMS CONDUCTS SPECIAL FAST TRACK CLASSES**
*(Occasionally) on Fridays from 8:00am to 8:00pm.*

- The Fast Track batches students are strictly advised to attend the Regular and Weekend classes.
- With these classes (Fast Track + Regular + Weekend) IMS ensures that the entire syllabus be covered in just 3 months period.

---

**Note:** Class Test will be conducted after completion of every chapter followed by feedback & detailed explanation/discussion.